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Electrophoretic and field-effect graphene
for all-electrical DNA array technology
Guangyu Xu1,*, Jeffrey Abbott1,*, Ling Qin1, Kitty Y.M. Yeung1, Yi Song2, Hosang Yoon1, Jing Kong2
& Donhee Ham1

Field-effect transistor biomolecular sensors based on low-dimensional nanomaterials boast
sensitivity, label-free operation and chip-scale construction. Chemical vapour deposition
graphene is especially well suited for multiplexed electronic DNA array applications, since its
large two-dimensional morphology readily lends itself to top-down fabrication of transistor
arrays. Nonetheless, graphene field-effect transistor DNA sensors have been studied mainly
at single-device level. Here we create, from chemical vapour deposition graphene, field-effect
transistor arrays with two features representing steps towards multiplexed DNA arrays. First,
a robust array yield—seven out of eight transistors—is achieved with a 100-fM sensitivity, on
par with optical DNA microarrays and at least 10 times higher than prior chemical vapour
deposition graphene transistor DNA sensors. Second, each graphene acts as an
electrophoretic electrode for site-specific probe DNA immobilization, and performs
subsequent site-specific detection of target DNA as a field-effect transistor. The use of
graphene as both electrode and transistor suggests a path towards all-electrical multiplexed
graphene DNA arrays.
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Results
Fabrication of 8-FET graphene array. The array fabrication
starts by transferring CVD-grown, monolayer-dominated
2

graphene onto a SiO2/Si substrate (Fig. 1; Supplementary Figs 1
and 2)33,34. We pattern this graphene sheet into a linear array of
eight local graphene sites by oxygen-plasma etching, with a
graphene-to-graphene pitch of 240 mm. Contacts are made to
both ends—‘source’ and ‘drain’—of each graphene site with Cr/
Au/Cr metals, with the remaining graphene channel being 45-mm
long and 90-mm wide (Fig. 1). To obviate the leakage current
from these metal contacts to the electrolyte35,36, we passivate the
metal contacts by depositing a SiO2 layer. A polydimethylsiloxane
microfluidic channel is fabricated on top of the array to facilitate
robust, controllable delivery and clearing of DNA molecules as
well as materials to functionalize graphene surface. An Ag/AgCl
wire immersed in the electrolyte—inserted into the outlet tube—
serves as a reference electrode.
Passive probe DNA immobilization and target DNA detection.
Before the site-specific operation of the array with each graphene
site acting as an electrophoretic electrode as well as a sensing FET,
we first passively immobilize probe DNA molecules of the same
sequence all across the array without site specificity—that is,
here graphene is not used as an electrode for site-specific
immobilization—and measure the sensitivity limit of each graOutlet
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ver the past couple of decades, electrical detection of
biomolecules via their inherent charges has undergone an
intense renaissance, with the advent of low-dimensional
nanomaterials, such as semiconductor nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and more recently, graphene1–8. Configured as field-effect
transistors (FETs), these nanomaterials can achieve electrical
detection sensitivity down to the picomolar/femtomolar (pM/fM)
and even sub-fM level2,4,7–10. Given the sensitivity, combined with
such advantages as label-free operation and bona fide chip-scale
construct, nanomaterial-based electrical biomolecular sensors may
one day become an important practical tool in biotechnology.
Among the various nanomaterials capable of electrical
biomolecular sensing, graphene is particularly well suited for
parallel, multiplexed applications11,12, such as DNA microarrays
(for which the currently dominant tool resorts to optical
methods13–15). This is because the large-area planar
morphology of graphene—if, for example, grown by chemical
vapour deposition (CVD)—is amenable to top-down fabrication
for defining a large array of FET sensor sites7,12,16. In fact,
graphene FET sensor arrays have been developed for pH
monitoring and chemical sensing6. By contrast, studies of
graphene FET DNA sensors have so far been focused mainly
on single devices17–19. To advance a step towards multiplexed
graphene DNA arrays, there are critical needs to demonstrate a
high-yield array with each FET sensor exhibiting a high
sensitivity. In addition, investigation of electrical methods to
site-specifically immobilize probe DNA—as an alternative to the
lithographic assembly of probe DNA arrays13,15—may prove
beneficial.
Here we create an 8-FET DNA sensor array fabricated from
CVD graphene, with two key features representing steps towards
multiplexed graphene DNA arrays. First, 7 out of the 8 FETs
achieve a maximum sensitivity of 100 fM, demonstrating a robust
array yield with the sub-picomolar sensitivity. This sensitivity is 10
times higher than the prior state-of-the-art CVD graphene FET
DNA sensor18 and is on par with—if not better—the B1 pM
sensitivity of industry-standard optical DNA microarrays14,15,20,
which finds a range of molecular diagnostic applications in
research and clinical settings. While certain high-end optical and
electrochemical DNA sensors21–28 achieve a far higher sensitivity
down to the sub-fM level, our device is more advantageous in
achieving chip-scale integration and label-free operation
simulataneously4,9,18. Second, each graphene site in the array is
used not only as a sensing FET but also as an electrophoretic
electrode to enable site-specific immobilization of probe DNA.
Specifically, when probe DNA of a particular sequence desired at
specific graphene sites is introduced into the electrolyte overlying
the device array, these graphene sites are positively biased to attract
and anchor the probe DNA molecules, while the rest of the
graphene sites are negatively biased to repel them. This use of
graphene as an electrophoretic electrode for DNA immobilization
is an adaptation of electrophoretic DNA immobilization using
conducting electrodes of different materials (for example, Pt, Au
and carbon paste)29–32. The resulting site-specific single-stranded
probe DNA array then enables site-specific detection of singlestranded target DNA upon hybridization, where this detection
phase uses each graphene as a FET. That is, graphene engaged in
the dual role of electrophoretic electrode and sensing FET enables
site-specific operation of graphene DNA array in an all-electrical
manner (in both probe assembly and target detection), offering
possibilities for highly multiplexed graphene DNA arrays.
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Figure 1 | Graphene electrode/FET array and experimental setup.
(a) Illustration and image of an 8-graphene-electrode/FET array with a
microfluidic channel on top. This entire device sits on a printed circuit
board. (b) Cross-sectional illustration of an individual graphene site.
(c) Optical micrograph of a portion of a fabricated graphene array. For an
individual graphene site, W ¼ 90 mm and L ¼ 45 mm (scale bar, 120 mm).
(d) Raman spectrum of a graphene sample transferred onto a SiO2/Si
substrate and integrated graphene Raman two-dimensional (2D) peak
intensity map from 2,600 cm " 1 to 2,800 cm " 1 (scale bar, 1 mm).
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phene FET. This particular experiment, where each site represents
the repetition of the same probe DNA sequence, is to characterize
the array sensitivity yield under the same condition for all sites.
For the passive immobilization, the reference electrode voltage,
VREF, as well as the voltages of the source and drain of each
graphene site, VD and VS, are set at 0 V. Under this bias, we
sequentially introduce biotinylated bovine serum albumin
(BSA)37, streptavidin and biotinylated 41-mer single-stranded
probe DNA (Fig. 2a); the probe DNA molecules have a 200 nM
concentration in a 0.9 # phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
solution, and 10 min are allowed for their immobilization. Note
that our surface functionalization associated with the probe
immobilization adopts the standard biotin–streptavidin-binding
strategy on BSA adsorbed onto graphene, where the use of BSA
on graphene for biomolecular sensing has been demonstrated8,37.
After the immobilization of the same-sequence probe DNA
molecules on all graphene sites, we remove itinerant DNA
molecules with PBS rinsing. Subsequently, 20-mer singlestranded target DNA molecules, whose sequence is
complementary to a 20-base segment of the single-stranded
probe DNA (Methods), are introduced in 1 # PBS (100 fM), with
4 h allowed for hybridization. The high (1 # ) PBS concentration
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during this 4-h hybridization phase is to decrease the Debye
length to B0.76 nm (refs 10,38), thus to reduce the range of
electrostatic repulsion between probe and target DNA molecules,
promoting their hybridization. Incidentally, the target DNA
sequence is complementary to a 20-base segment of the 22-mer
microRNA (miRNA) let7g, whose expression level is closely
linked to human cancer39,40 (Methods).
Since the inherent negative charges of hybridized target DNA
molecules cause extra electron doping of each graphene
site17,18,41, hybridization can be detected by monitoring the
negative shift of the charge-neutrality point of the graphene site
from before to after the 4-h hybridization phase. To measure the
charge-neutrality point, we record the source–drain current, IDS,
of the individual graphene FET as a function of VREF. To ensure
detection confidence in the presence of intrinsic charge-neutrality
point fluctuations, for each graphene FET, the VREF–IDS curve is
recorded five times—by repeating five times a forward and
backward sweep of VREF between 0 and 1 V (throughout this
work; each forward or backward sweep lasts ca. 1 min)— both
before and after the 4-h hybridization phase. Each individual
recording of the VREF–IDS curve is done with a fresh 0.005 # PBS
to ensure the same electrochemical condition for each sweep.
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Figure 2 | 100-fM target DNA detection with high array yield. (a) Sequence of steps for BSA–streptavidin surface functionalization (I, II), nonelectrophoretic probe DNA immobilization (III) and hybridization or control experiments (IV). (b) Measured VREF " IDS curves (five forward VREF sweeps;
device 6) right before and after 100-fM target DNA hybridization. VS ¼ " 0.03 V and VD ¼ þ 0.03 V. (c) V0 values extrapolated from the data of b. DV0 is
the shift from the average of the pre-hybridization V0 values to that of the post-hybridization V0 values. (d) DV0 data for 100 fM hybridization and control
for all 8 graphene FETs. Statistics are based on five VREF–IDS curve measurements right before and after the phase IV. Results from both forward and reverse
VREF sweeps are shown. DV0 averaged across all eight graphene FETs, subsuming both forward and reverse sweeps, is also shown for hybridization and
control. For all data here: *Po0.05; **Po0.01; no *, not significant; and the error bars represent ±1 s.d.
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The low-concentration (0.005 # ) PBS during the VREF–IDS
recording increases the Debye length to B10.7 nm, which
enhances the FET sensitivity to the charges of the hybridized
target DNA38,42.
Figure 2b displays data from one FET with forward VREF
sweeps, that is, five VREF–IDS pre-hybridization-phase curves and
five VREF–IDS post-hybridization-phase curves with the 100 fM
target DNA. The overall negative shift in the charge-neutrality
point, V0, from the pre- to post-hybridization phase is
conspicuous, and is distinctively larger than the fluctuations of
V0 within the pre- or the post-hybridization phase. This is
quantitatively seen in Fig. 2c that displays the V0 values extracted
from the data of Fig. 2b (Methods). We define DV0 as the shift
from the average of the pre-hybridization V0 values to the average
of the post-hybridization V0 values. DV0 is " 27.9 mV, with an
appreciably smaller s.d. of ±7.6 mV. Clearly, this graphene FET
exhibits a 100-fM sensitivity.
In fact, 7 out of the 8 FETs robustly achieve the 100-fM
sensitivity, attesting to the high-yield array performance. This is
seen in Fig. 2d, left, where DV0 data for all 8 graphene FETs
summarize our extensive experiments that entail not only 100 fM
hybridization experiments but also 100 fM control experiments,
with the control DNA being not complementary to the probe
DNA. For the control experiments following the hybridization
experiments, we remove hybridized target DNA with a 45-min
90!C deionized water wash, which causes partial loss of probe
DNA and surface functionalization, and reintroduce BSA,
streptavidin and probe DNA (Supplementary Fig. 3). We measure
again VREF–IDS curves (five forward and backward sweeps of
VREF) with the probe DNA alone before control DNA is
introduced, and measure VREF–IDS curves (five forward and
backward sweeps of VREF) 4 h after control DNA is introduced. In
7 FETs, the DV0 data of the 100-fM hybridization experiments are
significantly separated from those of the control experiments
(Fig. 2d, left); only device 4 in Fig. 2d, left, fails to show
significant separation in DV0 data between the hybridization
and control experiments. As shown in Fig. 2d, right, the
DV0 value averaged over all FETs for the hybridization
experiment is " 34.5±10.0 mV, while that for the control
experiment is only " 2.1±5.4 mV, where the average includes
even the suboptimal device 4. The control measurement data
affirm that the intrinsic drift of the neutrality point during the 4-h
elapse is appreciably small—this is ascribable to the large doublelayer capacitance at the graphene–electrolyte interface—, and that
the distinctive DV0 from the hybridization experiments is caused
indeed and mainly by the actual hybridization. Finally, juxtaposition of the left and right of Fig. 2d shows that as compared with
the overall device average, devices 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 respond
slightly more weakly to hybridization, device 3 slightly more
strongly and device 8 far more strongly.
Since graphene is directly doped by the hybridized DNA
charges, the graphene FET is inherently more sensitive than the
standard bulk ion-sensitive FET whose channel properties are
capacitively altered by external charges43–45. But beyond this
inherent sensitivity, our graphene FET achieves a 10 times higher
sensitivity than the prior state-of-the-art CVD graphene FET
DNA sensor18. This considerable extra sensitivity is attributed to
our opportunistic alteration of the PBS concentration42,45; the
high-concentration 1 # PBS during the 4-h hybridization phase
reduces the Debye length, promoting hybridization, while the
low-concentration 0.005 # PBS during the VREF–IDS recordings
increases the Debye length, allowing the FET to feel more of the
hybridized DNA charges. In addition, our surface
functionalization using the BSA–streptavidin layer shares credit
for the increased sensitivity. This negatively charged layer
prevents the negatively charged probe DNA molecules from
4

lying flat on the graphene surface, further promoting
hybridization38,42. In fact, this may explain, in part, our use of
only 200 nM probe DNA molecules—a concentration 5B50
times lower than in other CVD-graphene DNA sensors that do
not employ the BSA–streptavidin functionalization17,18—while
achieving the sub-picomolar sensitivity.
Site-specific probe DNA immobilization and target detection.
We now demonstrate site-specific probe immobilization and
target detection (Fig. 3) with a new 8-graphene device array of the
same construct as the previous array. To facilitate the proof of
concept, we use 200 nM probe DNA molecules of the single
identical sequence, but immobilize them only to even-numbered
graphene sites (site numbering is in reference to Fig. 3).
We achieve this by using each site’s graphene as an
electrophoretic electrode, as opposed to a sensing FET, during
the probe immobilization phase. Specifically, the evennumbered graphene sites are positively biased with respect to
VREF ¼ 0 V by setting VS ¼ VD ¼ 1.2 V, attracting negatively
charged probe DNA molecules. By contrast, odd-numbered sites
are negatively biased (VS ¼ VD ¼ " 1.2 V), repelling probe DNA
molecules. In addition, we apply this electrophoretic site-selection
principle not only to the probe DNA molecules in 0.005 # PBS
during the immobilization phase (20 s)42, but also to the
streptavidin molecules, which are also negatively charged in
0.1 # PBS during the surface functionalization phase (20 s)38
(Fig. 3a). In this way, we further invigorate the site selectivity for
the probe DNA immobilization; even-numbered sites have
preferentially a far greater number of streptavidin and probe
DNA molecules than odd-numbered sites.
We firmly verify the site-specific immobilization using two
distinctive methods, which are confocal fluorescent microscopy
and the electrical detection of hybridized target DNAs. The first
verification method, confocal fluorescent microscopy, directly
maps the spatial profile of immobilized probe DNAs; to this end,
we label the probe DNA with fluorophore Cy3. The measured
confocal fluorescence image of the graphene array (Fig. 3b) shows
the greater concentration of probe DNA molecules in the evennumbered sites and almost no probe DNA molecules in the oddnumbered sites, attesting to the electrophoresis-based site-selective
immobilization with a clean-cut finality.
The optical pattern further shows that probe DNA is also
immobilized in the non-active regions between adjacent graphene
sites, and its density is highest at the non-active regions’
boundaries with even-numbered graphene. This spatial profile
can be understood by considering the transient and d.c. fields
during the active immobilization process. As we apply the biases
as prescribed above, transient electric fields and corresponding
transient currents are formed globally across adjacent graphene
sites in the bulk of the electrolyte, charging up the double-layer
capacitances at the graphene–electrolyte interfaces12,46. This
transient process is completed in ca. 30 ms with a relatively
large peak current (which is estimated to be B1.4 mA for 2.4 V;
see Fig. 4a and also Supplementary Note 1). As the double-layer
capacitances are fully charged, the majority of the applied
potentials appear across the nanometre-thick double layers while
the bulk of the electrolyte becomes relatively field free46. But even
in this steady state, a small d.c. graphene leakage current (which is
estimated to be B1–10 nA at the applied biases; see Fig. 4b and
also Supplementary Note 2) still flows globally across adjacent
graphene sites, indicating a small steady-state electric field in the
electrolyte. These global electric fields across adjacent graphene
sites (as opposed to local electric fields within the double layers),
both the transient and steady-state d.c., exert a far-reaching
electrophoretic force on the probe DNA molecules to attract
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Figure 3 | All-electrical site-specific probe DNA immobilization and target DNA detection. (a) During the immobilization of streptavidin and probe DNA,
even- (odd-) numbered sites are biased at þ 1.2 V ( " 1.2 V) with respect to VREF ¼ 0 V for 20 s. (b) Confocal fluorescence image (false coloured) of the
array after the site-specific probe DNA immobilization, and the corresponding spatial profile of the averaged fluorescence intensity shown across the array.
The averaged fluorescence intensity across the four even-numbered graphene sites is distinctively stronger than that across the four odd-numbered sites.
Error bars represent ±1 s.d. *Po0.05. Scale bar, 100 mm. (c) Simulated electrolytic potential profile and spatial pattern of the corresponding electric field
magnitude just above the substrate surface, in the setup mimicking the steady-state drift situation (Supplementary Note 4); in the latter, the electric field
magnitude of repulsive fields is set to zero and a moving average and normalization to the maximum are applied. (d) Electrical detection of 1 pM
hybridization after site-specific DNA immobilization. DV0 statistics for each graphene FET are from 5 VREF–IDS measurements before and after 1 pM
hybridization, treating forward and reverse VREF sweeps separately. The averaged DV0 values subsume both forward and reverse sweeps. Error bars
represent ±1 s.d. *Po0.05.

(repel) them to the positively (negatively) biased graphene sites.
This far-reaching force explains the DNA immobilized in the
non-active region. Its highest density at the edges of the evennumbered sites is because the global fields are strongest there. The
total charge transport, which is proportional to the total probe
DNA transport, can be estimated by integrating the current; the
d.c. steady-state electric field, although much weaker than the

transient peak field, produces more charge transport, because a
longer period of ca. 20 s is allotted for the steady-state process
(Supplementary Note 3). In fact, the essential pattern of the
measured spatial profile of probe DNA density is recapitulated by
the simulated global electric field magnitude just above the
substrate surface, where the simulation setting mimics the steadystate drift situation (Fig. 3c; Supplementary Note 4).
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Finally, we note that we repeat the same type of site-specific
immobilization and detection experiment by reusing the array in
Fig. 2 after its surface cleanup. In this additional experiment, the
electrical detection results bear the same essence that demonstrates the site-specific immobilization and hybridization; see
Supplementary Fig. 4.
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Figure 4 | Transient and d.c. current response of graphene electrodes.
(a) Measured transient electrolytic current between two neighbouring
graphene sites with the application of a voltage step of 1.0 V in 0.005 #
PBS. The transient response is complete in ca. 30 ms with a peak current of
B600 nA. From this, we estimate a peak current of B1.4 mA with a 2.4-V
bias difference between two neighbouring graphene sites (Supplementary
Note 1). (b) Reference electrode (Ag/AgCl) to graphene voltammogram at
a scan rate of 10 mVs " 1. From this, the d.c. steady-state leakage current for
graphene biased at either þ 1.2 or " 1.2 V is extrapolated to be 1–10 nA
(Supplementary Note 2).

In future works, to decrease the deposition of probe DNA in
the non-active regions, local integrated reference electrodes can
be used, concentrating electric fields near the graphene29,30.
Regardless, the key demonstration here is that the electrophoretic
procedure immobilizes probe DNA on the positively biased
graphene sites, with almost no probe DNA on the negatively
biased sites, as confirmed by the optical pattern in agreement with
the theoretical consideration.
The second verification of the site-specific probe DNA
immobilization is done by site-specific detection of target
DNA hybridization (Fig. 3d), for which we engage each
graphene site as a sensing FET. After the site-specific
immobilization, we introduce 1 pM target DNA molecules in
0.005 # PBS. As expected, the even-numbered graphene
FETs where probe DNA molecules have been immobilized
exhibit an averaged DV0 value of " 17.2±5.1 mV with the
correct negative shift, whereas the odd-numbered graphene
FETs show an appreciably smaller averaged DV0 value of 3.1±3.5 mV. In this experiment in Fig. 3, the hybridization
detection sensitivity is limited to 1 pM. This is because in the
experiment in Fig. 3a, less amount of probe DNA is deposited on
the even-numbered graphene sites—as seen by fluorescence
image comparison (Supplementary Fig. 3). The amount of
immobilized DNA could be enhanced either by allowing for
more time for the steady-state process but with a lower bias to
ensure that the Faradic current is not damaging or by adopting
a.c. electrophoretic biasing such that the majority of the charge
transfer is due to non-Faradic currents. Nonetheless, the 1-pM
sensitivity is still on a par with standard optical DNA
microarrays14,15,20.
6

Site-specific immobilization of probe DNAs of two sequences.
All-electrical site-specific probe immobilization and target
detection demonstrated in the foregoing experiment (Fig. 3) is a
highlight goal of the present work. The principle may in the
future be applied to realizing a fully multiplexed graphene DNA
array, where each graphene site would have probe DNA molecules of its own sequence. To assess the technical challenges as
well as the feasibility towards this future path, we perform our
final experiment with yet another new 8-graphene device array
now with probe DNA molecules of two different sequences
(Fig. 5), with one sequence labelled with Cy3 fluorophore and the
other sequence labelled with Cy5 fluorophore. When the Cy3labelled probe DNA molecules are introduced in the electrolyte,
even-numbered graphene sites are positively biased to attract
them, while odd-numbered graphene sites are negatively biased to
repel them (Fig. 5a). Subsequently, when the Cy5-labelled probe
DNA molecules are introduced, odd-numbered graphene sites are
now positively biased to attract them, while even-numbered
graphene sites (now immobilized with Cy3-labelled probe DNA
molecules) are left unbiased (floating) to prevent possible stripping of the already immobilized probe33. The fluorescence image
(Fig. 5b) clearly confirms once again the basic concept of the
electrophoresis-based site-specific immobilization, now with the
two probe DNA sequences. (We also perform the same type of
experiment by once again reusing the array in Fig. 2 after its
surface cleanup, and the fluorescence microscopy in this
additional experiment once again confirms the site-specific
immobilization of the two sequences; see Supplementary Fig. 5.)
This particular experiment, however, also unveils the technical
challenges to be overcome in our proposed approach. Concretely,
the subsequent electrical measurements of hybridization by turning
the role of each graphene into a sensing FET failed to show any
clear-cut results as in the previous experiments (see Supplementary
Fig. 6), which we may ascribe to the following. First, after the
immobilization process, significant decrease of conductance was
observed in the even-numbered graphene FETs; this is due likely to
the Faradic currents that degrade the graphene FETs during the
elongated immobilization time of 120 s, where this longer
immobilization time is chosen to try to increase the amount of
immobilized probe DNA. Second, the amount of Cy5-labelled probe
DNA on the odd-numbered FETs was greatly reduced as a result of
floating the even-numbered devices during immobilization, causing
a decrease in the electric field magnitude around the graphene
devices. Nonetheless, this experiment in Fig. 5 clearly demonstrates
the possibility of immobilizing each graphene site with its own
independent DNA sequence in an all-electrical manner.
Discussion
We have introduced 8-FET DNA sensor arrays fabricated from
CVD graphene, which are aimed at a step towards realizing an
electrical analogue of optical DNA microarray. Graphene engaged
in the dual role of electrophoretic electrode and sensing FET has
enabled site-specific operation of the graphene DNA array in an
all-electrical manner. Its demonstrated target DNA detection
sensitivity—100 fM in the passive immobilization case and 1 pM
in the active site-specific immobilization case—is on a par with
the B1 pM sensitivity of the commercial optical DNA microarrays14,15,20—for example, AffyMetrix GeneChip15,20—that are
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Figure 5 | Site-specific immobilization of probe DNAs of two distinct sequences. (a) During the immobilization of Cy3-labelled probe DNA and
associated streptavidin, even- (odd-) numbered sites are biased at þ 1.2 V ( " 1.2 V) (20 and 120 s for streptavidin and Cy3-labelled probe DNAs,
respectively). During the subsequent immobilization of Cy5-labelled probe DNAs and associated streptavidin, the even- (odd-) numbered sites are left
unbiased (biased at þ 1.2 V), with the same timing scheme as before. (b) Confocal fluorescence image (false coloured) of the array with Cy3 and Cy5
probe DNAs shown, respectively, as red and green, and the corresponding normalized fluorescence intensity. The averaged fluorescence intensities across
the four even-numbered and four odd-numbered graphene sites with Cy5 intensity are normalized to the maximum Cy3 intensity; *Po0.05; **Po0.01;
error bars represent ±1 s.d. Scale bar, 100 mm.

being used for a broad palette of molecular diagnostic
applications in both research and clinical settings. These
applications include whole-transcript expression, drug
metabolism and pharmacogenomics study, miRNA gene
regulation, custom assays, cytogenetic analysis, genotyping and
targeted resequencing. Therefore, if the number of graphene
sensor sites in our array is substantially expanded in the future
while maintaining the same sensitivity demonstrated here with a
high yield, the graphene sensor array can occupy the same
application space as the optical DNA microarray, while enjoying
the label-free, chip-scale operation.
As mentioned in the introduction, certain high-end optical and
electrochemical DNA sensors, such as those utilizing plasmonic,
optical or chemical properties of gold nanoparticle labels21,22,
those based on fibre-optic readout23,24 and those exploiting
enzyme- or organometallic labels25–28, have achieved detection
sensitivity orders of magnitude higher than our graphene sensor
array. These ultra-sensitive sensors may open up new avenues of
molecular diagnostic applications, which our graphene sensor
array cannot enter with its present sensitivity. However, our
sensor still fares well/better in sensitivity with most optical and
electrochemical DNA sensors13, and is sensitive enough for the
above-mentioned applications, while obviating the need for bulky
optical readout and costly labelling steps21–28.
We have also demonstrated the challenges in site-specific
immobilization of two different probe DNA sequences, while the
site-specific immobilization of a single probe DNA sequence was
successful. In particular, in the former effort, we have observed
the loss of graphene conductance due to the more complex
immobilization process and also the decrease in the amounts of
immobilized probe DNA. These problems can in the future be
addressed by optimization of the electrophoresis (for example,
a.c. electrophoretic biasing, longer immobilization time but with a
weaker bias) and structure (for example, independently addressable local reference electrodes).

Methods

Graphene device array fabrication. We transfer CVD graphene onto a 285-nm
SiO2 layer thermally grown on top of a highly p-doped Si substrate, and pattern it
into the 8 separate graphene sites by 60-watts O2 plasma at 200 mTorr for 60–70 s.
We thermally evaporate 15/200/7-nm-thick Cr/Au/Cr layers to form the source
and drain contacts to each graphene site, and passivate these metallic contacts by
depositing a SiO2 layer via ALD (100 cycles at 250 !C for B100 nm thickness).
Graphene sites and wire-bonding regions are opened by 5:1 buffered oxide etchant.
The graphene array device is then packaged with a polydimethylsiloxane microfluidic channel, which does not cover the wire-bonding openings but includes the
graphene sites. The inlet and outlet of the microfluidic channel are connected with
tubes for analyte injection and removal. The entire device consisting of the graphene array device and the microfluidic channel is attached onto a printed circuit
board (PCB), and bonding wires provide electrical connections between the graphene array and the printed circuit board. An Ag/AgCl electrode inserted through
one of the tubes to reach into the microfluidic channel serves as the reference
electrode.
Analytes and DNA with their functionalization. Analytes used in our
experiments are as follows: 1 mg ml " 1 biotinylated BSA in nuclease-free water;
0.2 mg ml " 1 streptavidin in 0.1 # PBS; probe DNA in 0.9 # PBS, target and
control DNA in 1 # PBS for experiments in Fig. 2; probe DNA and target DNA in
0.005 # PBS for experiments in Fig. 3 (and Supplementary Fig. 4); two different
sequences of probe DNA and their corresponding target DNA with each type in
0.005 # PBS for experiments in Fig. 5 (and Supplementary Figs 5 and 6). Here 1 #
PBS is the standard PBS solution with 137 mM NaCl; 0.9 # PBS and 0.005 # PBS
are diluted from 1 # PBS by 18.2 MO cm deionized water. The biotinylated BSA
and streptavidin were purchased from Sigma Aldrich; DNA samples were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies.
The probe DNA sequence forFigs 2 and 3 (and Supplementary Figs 3 and 4) is
50 -biotin-TGGCGACGGCAGCGAGGCTGAGGTAGTAGTTTGTACAGTTA-30 ,
with the italicized 20-base segment being complementary to the 20-mer target
DNA inFigs 2 and 3 (and Supplementary Figs 3 and 4), whose sequence is
50 -CTGTACAAACTACTACCTCA-30 . This sequence is complementary to the 20base segment of the 22-mer miRNA let7g, 50 -UGAGGUAGUAGUUUGUACAG
UU-30 , where the segment is underlined. The expression level of miRNA let7g that
is widely believed to mediate tumour suppression is closely associated with human
cancer39,40, and the 20-base detection is sufficient in telling let7g apart from other
miRNAs from the human genome47. The sequence of the control DNA in Fig. 2 is
50 -TGAGGTAGTAGATTGTATAGTT-30 . The two probe DNAs in Fig. 5 (and
Supplementary Figs 5 and 6) are 50 -biotin-ACATGGTTGAAGTTTTCCTATT
CCGGTGAGATGGAGGC AT-30 and 50 -biotin-TCCATAACTGCTGGCTT
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AACGCCCATCTACACTTAGCTAT-30 , with their targets being 50 -ATGCC
TCCATCTCACCGGAA-30 and 50 -ATAGCTAAGTGTAGATGGGC-30
(Supplementary Fig. 6). Labelling with Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophore for experiments in
Figs 3 and 5 is done at either the 30 or 50 end.
The biotinylated BSA is introduced to the graphene array for all experiments for
2 h with the reference electrode, source and drain terminals grounded at room
temperature. Streptavidin is introduced in Fig. 2 (and Supplementary Fig. 3) for
10 min with the reference electrode, source and drain terminals grounded.
Streptavidin is introduced in Figs 3 and 5 (and Supplementary Figs 4–6) for 20 s
with the noted bias conditions at room temperature. The probe DNA is allowed
10 min for immobilization in the experiments in Fig. 2, 20 s in Fig. 3 (and
Supplementary Figs 4 and 5) and 120 s in Fig. 5 (and Supplementary Fig. 6) with
the noted bias conditions at room temperature. Hybridization of target DNAs
across all experiments is allowed for 4 h with the reference electrode, source and
drain terminals grounded at room temperature.
Electrical measurement. IDS of each graphene site is amplified by a low-noise
current preamplifier (SR570) and read by a digital multimeter (Agilent 34411 A)
with a 10-mV sweep step of VREF. The value of V0 is extrapolated using a quadratic
least-squares curve fit to the minimum 11 data points on the VREF-IDS curves,
yielding a sub-10-mV accuracy of V0. The transient current across graphene sites is
recorded using an oscilloscope (Textronix TDS 2024B) with the electrical pulse
added by a waveform generator (Agilent 34401 A). A standard t-test is used to
evaluate the statistical significance of the DV0 comparison between hybridization
and control experiments (Fig. 2) and of the DV0 comparison between even- and
odd-numbered graphene sites (Fig. 3; Supplementary Fig. 4).
Fluorescence measurement. Fluorescence images are taken using a laser scanning confocal microscope (Olympus FV300). A 534-nm laser with a 560–600-nm
bandpass filter is used for Cy3 imaging, whereas a 633-nm laser with a 660-nm
longpass and a 660–760-nm bandpass filters are used for Cy5 imaging. Fluorescence intensity of each graphene site is averaged on the graphene area exposed to
DNAs. To compare the amount of immobilized DNAs across different experiments
on the equal basis, Cy3 fluorescence data inFigs 3b and 5b (and Supplementary
Figs 3 and 5) have been normalized to device 2 in Supplementary Fig. 3 by calibrating out the gain factor used in each imaging. Both fluorescent images and
reflectance images of all eight graphene sites (taken with a 534-nm laser) are
stitched together to form the combined array image with image contrast maximized to 5% saturation. A standard t-test is used to evaluate the statistical significance of the fluorescent intensity comparison between even- and oddnumbered graphene sites (Figs 3 and 5; Supplementary Fig. 5).
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